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1. Evaluate the following iterated integrals.
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2. Evaluate the following double integrals.
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3. Evaluate the following integrals.
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a,g,, whereR is the regionbounded by Y:a2,the line s:1' and

J t the c-a>ris.R

(k) [ [ , ae, where R is the region in the first quadrant between the circles I.
JJ x2*A2:1 andlly2:4.
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Evaluate the following integrals by changing the order of integration'
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(a) Sketch the region of the double integral'

(b) Interchange the order of integration. Hence evaluate the double integral'

Given the following integral

[' ['-* f (r,v) d'u dr'
J -zJ -z

sketch the region of integration. obtain the equivalent integral in the reversed order'

Consider the following iterated integrals'

Ffali 1 f[fn 1 ,

J,l, GFd'vd'r* J, J" T;Fdsdr'

(a) Sketch the region of the integration'

(b) Write the iterated integrals as one double integral and evaluate it'

UsedoubleintegraltofindtheareaoftheclosedregionRdescribed'

(") R is bounded by the curves 3/ : sinr' a : cosr and the lines s : f,n ar,d t: iT'

(b) R is bounded by the curve t : -a2,the lines a:r-4'A: -2' and A:2:

(.) R is bounded by the curves a2 : 9t and 9y : a2 '

8.
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(d) 7l is bounded by the curvey:5-c2 and the line y: r*8.
(") R is bounded by the curves y:l/t2,A: -o2,and the lines c :L,o:2.

Use double integrals to find the volume of the solid G described.

(") G iS ihe solid in the first octant bounded by c* A'T z :4 and the coordinate planes.
(b) G is bounded by the planes z:0,x: L,r:2,U: -l,A: I and the surfacez: e2 +y2.
(") G is bounded by the cylinder t2 +U2:9, and the planes z:L and,x* z:5.
(d) G is bounded by the surfaces z:0, z : t, and y2 :2 - x.
(") G is bounded by the planes z :0,g : 0, A : t, r+ U -2, and r + t+ z :5.

show that the solid enclosed by the oy-plane and the surface z : 4 - 12 - y2 has volume

[ [ tn -,' - a') hda,JJ'
where 7l is a region (to be specified) in the og-plane. Hence, evaluate the volume.

Prove that the volume 7 enclosed by the sphere t2 + a2 I z2 : a2 and, the cylinder
,' + a' : ay is given by

v:2 tt A=A=e hdu,
JJ

the integral being taken over the circle 12 * y2 : agr. Transform the integral into polar
coordinates, and hence show that

a'(r-?\n : io. \, 
_ i)

Use double integral^to find the volume of the region common to the intersecting cylinders
,2+A2:a2 andc.2+22:a2.

Evaluate by changing to polar coordinates.

(") [ [ e-<"'+o')al, where R is the regioa above the o-axis and bounded byJJR the semicircle x2 + A2 : I.

@ ll r2sdA,
R
ff

@ JJ 2vd,A,
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where 7l is the region in the first quadrant between the
circles * + A2 : 1 and 12 + y2 - 4.

where R is the smaller segment of the circle (r-l)2+y2 :1
cut off by the line g : 3e.

fl 1(o) 
J J TT}W dA, where R is the region in the first quadrant b_ounded by the
R line y : c, the z-axis and the circle 12 _f A2 : 4.
fl(u) | I Q, - U) dA, where R is the portion of the interior of the circle x2ay2 : g

JJR lying in the fourth quadrant.
ff(f) llrdA,
R
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where R is the smaller segment of the circle c2 I A2 : 2y
cut off by the line g : 3.



14. Evaluate the following integrals using polar coordinates.

rffr
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15. Given R is a region bounded by the lines g: T,U:0 and r:1.
(a) Sketch the region R.

(b) Use polar coordinates to evalua f f r* ll 6dud0'
16. GivenRis aregiononthe ry-planebounded bythelines y:r,U:7,U:2 and the

y-arcis.

(a) Sketch the region R.

(b) Use polar coordinates to evaluate [ [ *-L ae.JJ r'*a'
R

L7. Use polar coordinates to find the area of the region given.

(a) The region inside the circle 12 + y2 - 8A:0 and outside the circle 12 + y2 :9.
(b) The region inside the circle r : 4cos0 but outside the circle r : 2.

(c) The region inside the circle r :Scosd but outside the circle r: cos?-

(d) The region inside the cardiod r : 1 * cos 0 but outside the circle r : I.
(e) The region inside the circle r : 1 but outside the parabola r(1 * cos 0) : 1.

18. Find the area of the region in the first quadrant bounded by the circle r:2sin0.

19. Find the area of the region bounded by r : sin39.

20. Find the area of the region in the first quadrant bounded by the circles (, - I)" * y2 : I
and, 12 + (a -I)2 : l.

ff
2L. Evaluate I I sinl dA,

JJ
R

where R is the region in the first quadrant bounded by the circle r :2 and the cardioid
r : 2(I * cos d).

22. Evaluate the area in the first quadrant bounded by the curves r : 2, r : 4sind and

r:4cos0.

23. Find the volume of the solid which is

(a) bounded by the surface r2 + z2 :4
(b) bounded by the surfaces z : 0, 2z : 12 I y2, and 12 + y2 : 4.
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(c) bounded by the cone z2 : c2 * y2 rnd the cylinder s2 + A2 : 4.
(d) bounded by the cone z2 : s2 I y2 and the cylinder * + A2 - 2y : 0.
(e) bounded by the sphere 12 + U2 * z2 :4 and the cylinder z2 + y2 - 2c.

Consider the region R in the cy-plane bounded by the lines y : 0, c * y :2 and the
ctre y - a2.

(a) Show that the area of the region 7t' is 
q.
6'

(b) Find the moment of inertia of ?? about the z-arcis (or with respect to the origin),
assuming the density o is constant.

Find the centroid of the lamina with uniform density 6(o,y): 1 bounded by the parabola
U : 2 -3r2 and the line 3a ! 2y : 1.

Find the centre of gravrty of the lamina with density 6(s,0 : t2 * 92, satisfying the
inequalities 12 + U2 ( 9 and y 2 0.

A lamina on the cy-plane has the shape of a semicircle * + y2 1 4, A > 0. Find the
centre of mass if the density at each point is proportional to its distance from the origin.

Find the moment of inertia .I" of the lamina which is bounded by the graph g : | - 12
and c-a><is and has density 6(r,y) : sz.

Find the mass of a lamina that is bounded by the curve

(" - 7)" I U2 :1 and the line U : r
if the density function of the lamina is p(r,9) : 3kgm-2.

Find the mass of a lamina that is bounded by the curves

*:A2 and r:U
if the density function of the lamina is o(r, y) : 2(A * 1)kgm-2. Hence find its moment
about the r-axis and evaluate y, the g-coordinates of the center of mass of the lamina.

A laminais bounded by y: 12 +4and y - 8-12 with the density function o(r,il: j.
Find the moment of inertia of the lamina about the r-axis.

Find the mass, center of mass, and the moment of inertia of a lamina that is bounded by
the curve r : I - y2 and the coordinates axes in the first quadrant with density function
5(*,y) - ykgm-2.

Find the mass and the center of mass of a lamina that is bounded by the circle 12 1y2 : 2s
and the coordinates arces in the first quadrant with density function 5(r,A): ry2kgrr.-2.

Find the mass of a lamina bounded by the lines 3r : 0,U : 3,r : 1, and the curve
, : JT4, if the density at the point (r,9) is d(r, A) : r * V.

Find the centerof massof alaminabounded by A:12 and,U:4 with density 5(*,A):A.

Find the moment of inertia about the r-axis, Ir, of. a lamina bounded by a parabola
t : A2 , the line A : r - 2 and the z-axis in the first quadrant with density o(r,y) : 1.

Using double integrals in polar coordinates, find the mass of a semicircular lamina 12 +y2 :
4, with 9 ) 0, and density function given by 6(r,il : !E-2 - A2.
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